
Martin Custom Guitar vs Standard Models: Comparing
Quality, Features, and Cost

Martin guitars are renowned for their exceptional quality and craftsmanship, and have been a
favorite of musicians for over 180 years. While Martin offers a range of standard models that are
loved by players worldwide, some musicians opt for a custom guitar that is tailored to their
specific preferences and needs. In this guide, we will discuss the appeal of custom guitars and
compare them to standard models, exploring the differences in design, construction, and price.
Whether you are a seasoned professional or a novice musician, understanding the differences
between Martin custom guitars and standard models can help you make an informed decision
about which guitar is right for you.

 

Differences Between Martin Custom Guitars and Standard
Models

When it comes to guitars, Martin has built a reputation for crafting high-quality instruments that
produce exceptional sound. While the standard models of Martin guitars are highly regarded,
some musicians choose to invest in custom-built guitars to create an instrument that is tailored
to their specific preferences and needs.

The primary difference between custom guitars and standard models is the level of
customization that is available. Custom guitars are built to order, which means that musicians
can choose everything from the tonewood to the hardware to create an instrument that is
uniquely theirs. In contrast, standard models are mass-produced and come with set features
and specifications.

One of the primary appeals of custom guitars is the ability to choose unique design features that
are not available on standard models. This can include inlay work, custom finishes, and
personalized signatures. Custom guitars may also feature unique bracing patterns or alternative
tonewood options that are not available on standard models.

Another key difference between custom and standard models is the level of craftsmanship and
attention to detail. Custom guitars are often built by hand, with skilled luthiers carefully crafting
each instrument to ensure the highest quality. While standard models are also crafted with
precision and attention to detail, the mass production process can sometimes result in minor
imperfections.

Overall, the main difference between custom and standard Martin guitars is the level of
personalization and customization available. Custom guitars allow musicians to create an
instrument that is uniquely suited to their playing style and preferences, while standard models
offer the renowned quality and sound that Martin is known for.
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Quality of Martin Custom Guitars

Custom guitars are unique instruments that are designed and built to order according to the
specifications of the individual musician. Martin custom guitars are particularly popular among
musicians due to their reputation for exceptional quality and craftsmanship. The appeal of
custom guitars lies in their ability to be tailored to the specific preferences and needs of the
player, resulting in a truly one-of-a-kind instrument.

In terms of quality, Martin custom guitars are often considered superior to standard models due
to the attention to detail that goes into their construction. Every aspect of a custom guitar, from
the selection of tonewoods to the placement of inlays and hardware, is carefully considered and
executed to meet the exact specifications of the customer. This results in an instrument that is
not only visually stunning but also optimized for the player's unique style and sound.

Custom Martin guitars also offer a wide range of unique features that are not available on
standard models. For example, custom inlays can be added to the fingerboard or headstock,
custom finishes can be applied, and personalized signatures can be included on the guitar.
These features not only add to the visual appeal of the instrument but can also enhance its
playability and tone.

Another advantage of Martin custom guitars is the ability to choose from a wider range of
tonewoods than is typically available on standard models. This allows the musician to select
woods that are ideal for their playing style and desired tone, resulting in an instrument that is
perfectly suited to their needs. Additionally, custom guitars often have improved hardware
options, such as upgraded tuners or pickups, which can further enhance their performance.

Despite the many advantages of custom Martin guitars, they do come at a higher cost than
standard models. The price of a custom guitar varies depending on the specific features and
materials chosen, and can range from several thousand dollars to tens of thousands of dollars.
This can be a deterrent for some musicians, particularly those on a tight budget.

Overall, the decision to invest in a Martin custom guitar versus a standard model ultimately
comes down to the individual musician's needs and preferences. While custom guitars offer
many unique features and benefits, standard models also offer exceptional quality and tone at a
more affordable price point. Both options are worthy investments for serious musicians, and
Martin's reputation for quality and craftsmanship is evident in every instrument they produce.
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Features of Standard Martin Guitars

Martin is known for producing a range of high-quality guitars that are beloved by musicians
around the world. While custom guitars offer unique features and design options, standard
Martin guitars have their own set of impressive features that make them an attractive option for
many players.

One of the defining features of Martin guitars is their body style, which includes the
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dreadnought, OM, and 000 models. Each model has its own unique shape and size, with the
dreadnought being the largest and most popular. The body style of a guitar can have a
significant impact on its sound, with larger guitars producing more volume and bass, and
smaller guitars producing a more balanced tone.

In addition to body style, Martin guitars are known for their use of high-quality tonewoods,
including Sitka spruce, East Indian rosewood, and mahogany. The choice of tonewood can also
have a significant impact on a guitar's sound, with spruce being bright and articulate, rosewood
offering warmth and depth, and mahogany providing a balanced and clear tone.

Other standard features on Martin guitars include a dovetail neck joint, scalloped X-bracing, and
a high-quality bone nut and saddle. Martin guitars also use high-quality hardware, including
tuners and bridges, to ensure stable tuning and excellent intonation.

Each Martin guitar model has its own unique features and design elements, such as
herringbone purfling on the D-28 or a cutaway body on the OM-28. These features are carefully
selected and designed to enhance the guitar's tone and playability.

Overall, the features of standard Martin guitars reflect the company's commitment to quality and
craftsmanship, and are designed to provide musicians with a high-quality instrument that will
last a lifetime.

 

Cost Comparison of Martin Custom Guitars and Standard
Models

When considering a Martin guitar, one of the biggest factors to consider is cost. Martin custom
guitars typically cost more than standard models due to the added time and craftsmanship
required to build them. The cost of a custom guitar can vary greatly depending on the design
and materials used, and can range anywhere from several thousand dollars to tens of
thousands of dollars.

On the other hand, standard Martin guitars are more affordable and offer a range of options at
various price points. The cost of a standard model depends on the specific model and the
materials used, but they typically range from around $1,500 to $5,000.

While custom guitars may seem like a luxury, they can be a worthwhile investment for serious
musicians who are looking for a truly unique and personalized instrument. However, for many
musicians, the cost of a custom guitar may not be feasible, and a standard Martin guitar may be
a more practical option.

It's important to note that the cost of a guitar is not necessarily an indicator of its quality. Both
custom and standard Martin guitars are crafted with attention to detail and high-quality
materials, ensuring exceptional sound and playability. Ultimately, the decision to invest in a
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custom guitar or purchase a standard model will depend on the individual musician's needs,
preferences, and budget.

 

Choosing Between a Martin Custom Guitar and a Standard
Model

When deciding between a Martin custom guitar and a standard model, there are a number of
factors to consider. One of the most important is personal preference. Custom guitars offer the
opportunity to create a one-of-a-kind instrument that is tailored to the individual musician's
tastes and playing style. This can include unique design features, wood choices, and hardware
options, as well as personalized signatures and inlay work.

However, the cost of a custom guitar can be prohibitive for many musicians. Custom guitars are
built to order and require a significant investment of time and money. In contrast, standard
models are mass-produced and generally offer a more affordable price point.

When considering a standard Martin guitar, it's important to explore the different models
available and their unique features. The D-28 is a classic dreadnought model that is known for
its powerful, resonant sound. The OM-28 is a smaller-bodied guitar that offers a more balanced
and nuanced tone, while the 000-28 is a versatile model that can be used for a range of playing
styles.

Ultimately, the decision to purchase a custom Martin guitar or a standard model will depend on
the individual musician's needs and preferences. If budget is not a concern and the musician is
looking for a one-of-a-kind instrument that is tailored to their playing style, a custom guitar may
be the way to go. However, for those on a tighter budget or who are satisfied with the features
of a standard model, a mass-produced Martin guitar can offer excellent value and quality.
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In conclusion, Martin guitars are known for their exceptional quality and craftsmanship, and
custom guitars offer unique features and personalization options for musicians. Custom guitars
differ from standard models in their unique design features, wood choices, and hardware
options, as well as the fact that they are built to order rather than mass-produced. The quality of
Martin custom guitars is unparalleled, with attention to detail, construction, and the use of high-
quality materials. Standard Martin guitars also offer excellent features and come in a range of
models to suit different playing styles and preferences. The decision between purchasing a
custom guitar or a standard model ultimately comes down to personal preference, playing style,
and budget. While custom guitars can be more expensive, they offer a level of personalization
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and unique features that are not available on standard models. On the other hand, standard
models offer excellent features and sound quality at a lower price point. Regardless of whether
a musician chooses a custom guitar or a standard model, Martin guitars offer exceptional quality
and value for their price.
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